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Lorton, VA – January 27, 2012 – Alternative energy producers of bio-diesel fuels have built large
facilities around the country over the last 10 years. Green Earth Technologies built their production
plant in the mid-Atlantic region to have access to the supply of raw materials for its refining
operation, which produces thousands of gallons of finished high-quality fuels each month.
Facility Manager Mindy Murtaugh said, “We had a bio-diesel spill in the back warehouse and we
used GreenSorb® for the first time on a large area. The first thing that I noticed was that the smell
went right away. In a confined space, such as a warehouse, where a smell like that can be
overwhelming, it was great not to breath the intense fumes that a spill like that can create.”
“We left the spill area for about twenty minutes while we looked at the source of the leak. When
we returned to take a look, the GreenSorb had pulled the entire spill into where it had been
sprinkled- somewhat like metal shavings to a magnet. It dried the area so well, it was the first time
we didn’t have to use a degreaser or mop up after sweeping… what a time saver. Amazing stuff!”
GreenSorb products are eco-friendly, multi-purpose absorbents designed for numerous industry
applications. GreenSorb is made in the USA by Sorbent Green LLC. The company sells through
large distribution channels in the following market segments: Aviation/Aerospace, Commercial,
Environmental Services, Government, Health/Medical, Industrial, Janitorial/Sanitation, Oil & Gas,
and Safety.
For more information on GreenSorb products, visit www.GreenSorb.com or follow us on
www.facebook.com/GreenSorb.
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